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bstract

In wind-diesel stand-alone power systems, the disturbances like random nature of wind power, turbulent wind, sudden changes in load demand
nd the wind park disconnection effect continuously the system voltage and frequency. The satisfactory operation of such a system is not an easy
ask and the control design has to take in to account all these subtleties. For maintaining the power quality, generally, a short-term energy storage

evice is used. In this paper, the performance of a wind-diesel system associated with a superconducting magnetic energy storage (SMES) system
s studied. The effect of installing SMES at wind park bus/load bus, on the system performance is investigated. To control the exchange of real and
eactive powers between the SMES unit and the wind-diesel system, a control strategy based on fuzzy logic is proposed. The dynamic models of
he hybrid power system for most common scenarios are developed and the results presented.

2006 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
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. Introduction

In most of the countries worldwide, there are remote com-
unities, which are not served by the main electrical grids and
ay never be connected to them because of economical reasons.
iesel generators are mainly used to serve them. But numerous

emote areas have significant wind energy potential. Wind-diesel
ybrid power systems are increasingly being seen as a viable
nd economical alternative to grid supply for such locations.
ne major advantage of a wind energy based stand-alone power

ystem is that it reduces diesel fuel consumption. However, such
tand-alone power systems are characterized by low inertia and
oor reactive power support and therefore face wide voltage and
requency variations due to changes in load demand. The inte-
ration of wind turbines in such systems provokes additional
ower quality problems in the form of frequency and voltage
uctuations, due to rapidly changing nature of the wind [1–3].
The existing method used to solve these problems involves
nstallation of batteries. The batteries are however constrained
y their load cycles. There are some environmental concerns
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elated to battery storage due to toxic gas generation during
attery charge/discharge operation. The disposal of hazardous
aterials presents some disposal problems. On the other hand,

he technical improvements in SMES and a better knowledge of
ealing with cryogenic systems have made the SMES units to
enetrate the market very fast [4–7]. The dynamic performance
f an SMES system is far superior to other storage technolo-
ies. The shorter response time is the leading advantage and
t the same time, system operation and life time are not influ-
nced by the number of duty cycles or the depth of discharge as
s the case for classical batteries. The estimated life of a typical
MES system is about 30 years. With the on going fast evolution

n power electronics and SMES technology the estimated cost
ithin 10 years is expected to be almost 25% of present cost.
MES systems are compact, self-contained and highly mobile.
hey contain no hazardous chemicals, produce no flammable
ases and can be kept at remote locations. The SMES unit can
e controlled to produce both active and reactive power mod-
lations in the four quadrants of the P–Q plane. It can thus
e concluded that the SMES system therefore perfectly fits the

ind-diesel system for power quality improvement.
To exchange the real and reactive powers between the SMES

nit and an ac bus of the wind-diesel power system suitable
ontrol strategies are required. The parameters of a wind-diesel

mailto:sadial_14@yahoo.com
dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.jpowsour.2006.09.004
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Nomenclature

Ed′′ , Eq′′ synchronous generator voltage behind subtran-
sient reactances

E′
D, E′

Q real and imaginary components of induction
machine voltage behind transient reactance(p.u.)

Efd synchronous generator field voltage (p.u.)
Eq′ synchronous generator voltage behind transient

reactance (p.u.)
f frequency(Hz) at load bus/wind park bus
HA total wind turbine and wind generator inertia

constant (s)
Id, Iq direct and quadrature axis components of

synchronous machine injected current
ID, IQ direct and quadrature axis components of

induction machine injected current
IDsmIQsm D–Q components of SMES current
Ism current supplied by SMES
I0

sm nominal current of SMES coil
Lsm SMES coil inductance
Pdem real power demanded by SMES unit
Psm real power supplied by SMES unit
Psm′ real power inputted to SMES unit
Qdem reactive power demanded by SMES unit
Qsm reactive power supplied by SMES unit
Qsm′ reactive power inputted to SMES unit
rs1 = rs2 stator resistance of synchronous machine (p.u.)
rs3 stator resistance of induction machine (p.u.)
S induction machine slip
TAe electromagnetic torque developed by induction

machine (p.u.)
TAm mechanical torque developed by wind turbine

(p.u.)
Tdc converter time delay
TDe Electromagnetic torque developed by

synchronous machine (p.u.)
TDm mechanical torque developed by diesel engine

(p.u.)
T ′

0 Induction generator rotor open circuit time
constant (s)

Vd, Vq direct and quadrature axis components of
synchronous machine terminal voltage (p.u.)

VD, VQ real and imaginary components of induction
machine terminal voltage (p.u.)

Vsm SMES coil voltage
V 0

sm dc voltage of each converter with firing anglr
equal to zero

|V| magnitude of voltage of induction generator
bus/load bus (p.u.)

X induction generator open circuit reactance (p.u.)
X′ induction generator open circuit transient

reactance (p.u.)
Xd, Xq synchronous generator reactance of direct and

quadrature axis(p.u.)

X′
d, X′

q synchronous generator transient reactance of
direct and quadrature axis (p.u.)

X′′
d, X′′

q synchronous generator subtransient reactance of
direct and quadrature axis (p.u.)

Greek letters
ω wind generator angular velocity (p.u.)
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ower system change with operating conditions. Thus, the best
erformance cannot be achieved by fixed gain controllers. To
mprove the performance of a wind-diesel power system for
ifferent operating conditions, self-tuning controllers were pro-
osed [8]. A major disadvantage of the self-tuning control
cheme is the need to identify system model parameters in real
ime, which is very time consuming. In order to get rid of the
omputational burden associated with self-tuning control, a dif-
erent control strategy based on fuzzy logic is proposed, in this
aper. The advantage with the fuzzy logic controllers is their
bility to effect non-linear control actions, which are desirable
or better system dynamic performance. There is no need for
arameter identification and these controllers are less depen-
ent on rigorous mathematical models. The proposed fuzzy logic
ontrol scheme is very simple and has a small number of rules.
he input signals for this scheme are SMES coil current, fre-
uency and voltage deviations at wind park bus/load bus. Various
odels are developed for various perturbations and system con-
gurations. The effect of associating the SMES unit with the
ind-diesel system is then investigated using simulation stud-

es. In one of the configurations of the hybrid system, the SMES
nit is connected to load bus and the performance of this con-
guration is compared with that of another case in which the
MES unit is connected to wind park bus.

. System under study

Fig. 1 shows the system under study [9], which consists of two
ynchronous machines driven by diesel engines, ten induction
achines driven by stall regulated wind turbines, transmission

etwork, capacitor banks and a load. In one of the system config-
rations, the proposed SMES is connected to the wind park bus
hile in another configuration it interacts with the wind-diesel

ystem through the load bus.

. Description of system components

.1. Wind turbine

Each stall regulated wind turbine and its coupled induction
enerator is represented by a lumped single mass, so that equa-

ion of motion can be written as:

d

dt
(ωA) = 1

HA
(TAm − TAe) (1)
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Electromagnetic torque equation is:

TDe = E′′Id + E′′Iq − (X′′ − X′′)IdIq (12)
Fig. 1. Wind-di

.2. Induction generators

Each induction machine coupled to a wind turbine is an asyn-
hronous machine operating with a negative slip and electro-
agnetic torque. The model of each machine in synchronously

otating (D–Q) reference frame is expressed as:
Stator equations (in p.u.):

D = E′
D + rs3ID − X′IQ (2)

Q = E′
Q + rs3IQ + X′ID (3)

Rotor equations (in p.u.):

d

dt
(E′

D) = 1

T ′
0

[−E′
D − (X − X′)IQ] + Sω0E

′
Q (4)

d

dt
(E′

Q) = 1

T ′
0

[−E′
Q − (X − X′)ID] + Sω0E

′
D (5)

Electromagnetic torque equation:

Ae = E′
DID + E′

QIQ (6)

.3. Capacitor compensation

For the induction generator, driven by a wind turbine, it is
well-known fact that it can deliver only active power and

equires reactive power from the grid. The requirement can be
uite significant even at no-load. The induction generator has
reactive power requirement, which varies with active power

enerated by it. In this paper, the 75% of the reactive power

equirement is compensated with the shunt capacitors and the
emaining portion of the reactive power requirement is drawn
rom the network. The capacitor banks installed for compen-
ation of reactive power demanded by induction machines are

a
t

SMES System.

odeled by incorporating their equivalent reactance value in the
etwork admittance matrix.

.4. Synchronous machines and their associated devices

Each synchronous machine driven by a diesel engine unit is
epresented by voltage and torque equations in machine (d–q)
eference frame as:

Stator equations (in p.u.):

d = E′′
d − rsiId − X′′

qIq (7)

q = E′′
q − rsiIq − X′′

dId (8)

i = 1, 2)
Rotor equations (in p.u.):

d

dt
(E′′

d) = − 1

T ′′
q0

[E′′
d(Xq − X′′

q)Iq] (9)

d

dt
(E′

q) = 1

T ′
d0

[
Efd − Xd − X′′

d

X′
d − X′′

d
E′

q + Xd − X′
d

X′
d − X′′

d
E′′

q

]
(10)

d

dt
(E′′

q) = − 1

T ′′
d0

[E′′
q − E′

q + (X′
d − X′′

q)Id] (11)
d q d q

The standard models are used for the diesel engines and their
ssociated speed governors [8,9]. The AVRs used are of IEEE
ype1 [8,9].
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Fig. 2. SMES unit

.5. Transmission network

With the transmission line characteristics (RT, XT) per unit
ength known, they could be multiplied by the line length [8,9]
nd the resulting values considered concentrated over transmis-
ion line.

.6. Load

In a particular configuration, the connected load is repre-
ented by a constant admittance and its admittance value is
ncorporated in the network admittance matrix.

.7. SMES system

The various forcing functions (perturbations) in a wind-diesel
ystem upset the real and reactive power balance and thus affect
he system frequency and voltage. Before the diesel engine gov-

rnors and AVRs will act, a control device like SMES which
s capable of modulating fast, the active and reactive powers is
n appropriate candidate for power quality improvement of the
ystem. When a superconducting coil is connected through a

3

P

mics and control.

TO/IGBT based, 12-pulse converter to a three-phase ac bus,
t can modulate real and reactive powers. The control of the fir-
ng angles �1 and �2 of the cascaded six-pulse converters gives
he SMES unit capability to exchange (inject/absorb) active and
eactive powers, independently with the system [7]. For initial
harging of the SMES coil the converter voltage is held pos-
tive at a suitable constant value. When the inductor current
eaches its nominal value I0

sm, the SMES unit is connected to
ind park/load bus and left floating by adjusting �1 to 90◦, �2

o 270◦. Under these conditions, there is no exchange of real and
eactive powers between the SMES unit and the wind-diesel sys-
em. As soon as the controllers associated with the SMES unit
xperience a change in voltage and frequency at the bus SMES
nit is connected to the wind-diesel system, the firing angles
f the converters are controlled to modulate active and reactive
owers. The block diagram of Fig. 2 depicts the modeling and
he control of SMES unit. Details about this block diagram are
iven in the following sub sections.
.7.1. Fuzzy logic controllers for SMES
Two fuzzy logic controllers, P- and Q-controller generate,

dem and Qdem, which represent, respectively, the active and
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Fig. 3. Membership functions for P and Q controllers.

eactive powers required to be supplied from the SMES system.
he P-controller uses a mixture of ac bus frequency deviation
nd SMES coil current deviation signals. For continuous control,
t is necessary that SMES coil current has a tendency to attain
ts nominal value, that is why an appropriate portion of this sig-
al is added to frequency deviation signal. The Q-controller on
he other hand requires the ac bus voltage deviation for gener-
ting Qdem. Triangular type of membership functions are used
or input as well as output fuzzy sets as shown in Fig. 3. For
he P-controller, the universe for discourse for the input (X)
nits and output Pdem are chosen as (−0.3 units, +0.3 units) and
−30 kW, +30 kW), respectively. For Q-controller, the universe
f discourse for input (Y) units and the output Qdem are cho-
en as (−0.02 p.u. and +0.02 p.u) and (−30 kVAR, +30 kVAR),
espectively. The fuzzy rules are determined from Table 1. Seven
uzzy sets are considered for input variables and five sets for out-
ut variables and the height defuzzification method is used for
omputing control signals.

.7.2. Calculation of firing angles
The firing angles of two cascaded six-pulse converters under

our-quadrant operation are calculated from P ′
dem (=−Pdem) and

′
dem (=−Qdem) as per the following equations [7]:

1 = cos−1

〈
P ′

dem√
P ′2

dem + Q′2
dem

〉

+ cos−1

〈√
P ′2

dem + Q′2
dem

2V o
smIsm

〉
(13)

2 = cos−1

〈
P ′

dem√
P ′2

dem + Q′2
dem

〉

− cos−1

〈√
P ′2

dem + Q′2
dem

2V o
smIsm

〉
(14)

able 1
ule base for active/reactive power generators

or Y LN MN SN Z SP MP LP

dem or Qdem LP LP SP Z SN LN LN

w
w
e
c[

w
w
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.7.3. SMES unit dynamics
The actual values of active and reactive powers, Psm and Qsm,

njected by SMES at the ac bus are calculated after taking into
ccount the converter delay and the SMES dynamics presented
n Fig. 2. In this figure, the outputs of the blocks representing the
onverter delay are identified as α̂1 and α̂2. The various equations
overning the SMES unit are then.

Voltage across the SMES coil

sm = V 0
sm(cos α̂1 + cos α̂2) (15)

Current through the SMES coil

sm = 1

Lsm

∫ t

t0

Vsm dτ + I0
sm (16)

Active power injected by SMES unit at ac bus

sm = −V 0
smIsm(cos α̂1 + cos α̂2) (17)

Reactive power injected by SMES at ac bus

sm = −V 0
smIsm(sin α̂1 + sin α̂2) (18)

Once these equations are cast in the block diagram form, the
iddle portion of Fig. 2 (labeled as SMES unit dynamics) is

btained.

.7.4. SMES unit model in D–Q rotating frame
The D and Q components of the current injected by SMES

nit at the ac bus, in response to calculated firing angles �1 and
2, are calculated as per the following equations:

Dsm =
〈

VDPsm

V 2
D + V 2

Q

〉
+

〈
VQQsm

V 2
D + V 2

Q

〉
(19)

Qsm =
〈

VQPsm

V 2
D + V 2

Q

〉
−

〈
VDQsm

V 2
D + V 2

Q

〉
(20)

n Eqs. (19) and (20), VD and VQ are D–Q components of ac bus
oltage, where SMES is connected. The complete SMES unit
ynamics and control scheme is given in Fig. 2. In this figure, Kc
epresents the SMES coil current feedback gain the importance
f which is already given in Section 3.7.1.

. Compact network-machine model

In general, the network equations for the hybrid wind-diesel
MES system can be written as:

- = [YBus]V- (21)

here [YBus] is the admittance matrix of the system, formulated
ith equivalent admittances of the capacitor banks, transform-

rs, and loads incorporated. In the partitioned form, the Eq. (21)
an be written as:

In

] [
[Ynn] [Ynr]

] [
Vn

]

0

=
[Yrn] [Yrr] Vr

(22)

here subscript n denotes the total number of network nodes at
hich (synchronous and induction) generators and SMES unit
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re connected. The subscript r on the other hand denotes the
emaining nodes. The above equation can be simplified to take
he form of (23)

n = �ZTT� In (23)

here

ZTT] = [YTT]−1 and [YTT] = ([Ynn] − [Ynr][Yrr]
−1[Yrn])

Using node elimination method we retain only the buses
here synchronous and induction machines are connected and

liminate the rest of the buses. For various cases, the compact
odels are developed in the following sub sections.

.1. SMES at wind park bus

In D–Q component form, one can write Eq. (23) as:

V1DQ
⌋ = ⌊

GB1DQ
⌋ ⌊

I1DQ
⌋ + ⌊

GB1DQ
⌋ ⌊

I1DQSM
⌋

(24)

here:

V1DQ] = [ VD1 VQ1 VD2 VQ2 VD3 VQ3 ]T

I1DQ] = [ ID1 IQ1 ID2 IQ2 ID3 IQ3 ]T

I1DQSM] = [ 0 0 0 0 IDSM IQSM ]T

Elements of GB1DQ are given in Appendix A.
Eq. (24) can be combined with the stator equations of the syn-

hronous and induction machines to obtain a compact model. For
he sake of simplicity, all the induction machines can be repre-
ented by a single equivalent induction machine run by a single
urbine [9,10], on the assumption that all wind machines operate
nder same wind conditions. After transforming synchronous
achine equations to D–Q axis, we obtain the compact model

f Eq. (25).

1DQ = [H1DQ]−1[E1DQ − [GB1DQ]I1DQSM] (25)

here, the elements of [GB1DQ] and that of [H1DQ] are given in
ppendix A and

1DQ = [ID1 IQ1 ID2 IQ2 ID3 IQ3]T

1DQ = [ E′′
D1 E′′

Q1 E′′
D2 E′′

Q2 E′
D3 E′

Q3 ]
T

1DQSM = [ 0 0 0 0 IDSM IQSM ]T

.2. SMES at load bus

In D–Q (synchronously rotating reference frame) component
orm, for this case, one can write Eq. (23) as:⌋ ⌊ ⌋ ⌊ ⌋ ⌊ ⌋ ⌊ ⌋

V2DQ = GB2DQ I2DQ + GB3DQ I2DQSM (26)

here

V2DQ] = [ VD1 VQ1 VD2 VQ2 VD3 VQ3 ]T

p
d
c
T

wer Sources 163 (2006) 604–615 609

I2DQ] = [ ID1 IQ1 ID2 IQ2 ID3 IQ3 ]T

I2DQSM] = [ IDSM IQSM ]T

Elements of GB2DQ and [GB3DQ] are given in Appendix A.
Eq. (26) can be combined with the stator equations of the syn-

hronous and induction machines as in previous case to obtain
compact model of Eq. (27).

2DQ = [H2DQ]−1[E2DQ − GB3DQ]I2DQSM (27)

The elements of H2DQ are given in Appendix A.

I2DQ] = [ ID1 IQ1 ID2 IQ2 ID3 IQ3 ]T

E2DQ] = [ E′′
D1 E′′

Q1 E′′
D2 E′′

Q2 E′
D3 E′

Q3 ]
T

I2DQSM] = [ IDSM IQSM ]T

.3. Wind park disconnection when SMES is at wind park
us

In this case, we have,

V3DQ
⌋ = ⌊

GB4DQ
⌋ ⌊

I3DQ
⌋ ⌊

GB5DQ
⌋ ⌊

I3DQSM
⌋

(28)

here

V3DQ] = [ VD1 VQ1 VD2 VQ2 ]T

I3DQ] = [ ID1 IQ1 ID2 IQ2 ]T

I3DQSM] = [ IDSM IQSM ]T

Elements of GB4DQ and GB5DQ are given in Appendix A.
The final compact model for this case is given by Eq. (29)

3DQ = [H3DQ]−1[E3DQ − [GB4DQ]I3DQSM] (29)

The elements of [H3DQ] and are given in Appendix A.

.4. Wind park disconnection when SMES is at load bus

The model for this case is similar to the one obtained for
ection 4.3.

. Simulation studies

Based on the dynamic models of various components, pre-
ented in the previous section, MATLAB programs were devel-
ped and a range of simulations was performed. The behaviour
f the system under various disturbances like wind park dis-
onnection, turbulent wind, sudden wind power variation and
oad changes is examined. Before running the dynamic programs
or a particular disturbance, the load flow and initial condition

rogram files are run to obtain steady state data prior to the
isturbance (henceforth t < t0). The power system considered
omprises of two identical diesel units, each of 240 kW capacity.
he wind park comprises of 10 identical wind turbines coupled
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ig. 4. (a) Frequency deviation (Hz) due to wind park disconnection, (b) voltag
o SMES (W) and (d) reactive power supplied to SMES (VARS).

o asynchronous generators, each of 12 kW. The load demand
aries between 150 and 360 kW. The SMES unit considered
equires a peak energy storage of just a few kJ and its converter
ating is about 5% of the overall system capacity.

The power quality results obtained with different configura-
ions are compared for different cases. The SMES unit is first
ntroduced at wind park bus and then shifted to load bus, to
tudy the effect of the position of SMES unit, if any, on the
ower quality of the hybrid system.

.1. Case1: wind park disconnection

The objective of this case study is to examine the behaviour
f the power system with abrupt change in penetration level.
nitially, the wind turbines are generating 100 kW and the power

ystem load is 312 kW/200 kVAR, while the system frequency
s 50 Hz. At t = t0, the wind park along with associated capacitor
anks is disconnected. According to Fig. 4(a and b), the power
uality of the wind-diesel system is not acceptable [9].

p

t
t

ation at load bus (%) due to wind park disconnection, (c) active power supplied

For example the frequency deviation exceeds the acceptable
imit of 1 Hz. The same figures reveal that with the introduction
f SMES unit at wind park bus, the quality of the power supplied
y the hybrid system is quite satisfactory. However, as revealed
y the simulation results, power quality is not improved further
s SMES unit is shifted from wind park bus to load bus. Fig. 4(c
nd d) shows active and reactive power supplied by SMES. The
ariations in these variables are due to continuous interaction of
he SMES unit with the system during transients.

.2. Case 2: operation under turbulent wind

The objective of this case study is to examine the behaviour
f the hybrid power system when the wind turbines operate in
urbulent wind. This mode of operation is very common for wind

ower based power systems.

Initially, the wind turbines are supplying 50 kW of power and
he load on the power system is taken as 260 kW/182 kVAR. For
> t0, the wind turbines operate in turbulent wind mode and
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he power supplied by the wind turbines varies as shown in
ig. 5(a).

Fig. 5(b and c) depicts the power quality results of the power
ystem under consideration under turbulent wind operation.
lthough, for the wind-diesel system the maximum deviations

n frequency and voltage are within limits, so is not the case with
ate of change of these variables [9]. This rate of change is an
dditional criterion for acceptable operation of power systems
ith wind energy conversion systems. For example, a high rate
f change of voltages causes unacceptable flicker even if the
aximum variation is in the neighbourhood of 2% [8,9]. Thus,

he power quality of the wind-diesel system is not satisfactory for
urbulent wind. The simulation results clearly establish the effect
f introducing the SMES unit, on the power quality under most
ommon mode of wind turbine operation. It can be inferred from
he results that with the introduction of SMES unit, the maxi-

um deviations in system frequency and voltage are reduced to
ome extent. Although the power quality with SMES is satis-
actory, the rate of change in load bus voltage is not reduced to
great extent because the fuzzy logic control proposed in this
aper does not make use of rate of change of load bus voltage
s one of the input variables.

.3. Case 3: operation under sudden wind power changes

In this case study, the behaviour of the wind-diesel power
ystem under step wind changes is studied. The wind power
s considered to contain also a small stochastic component in
he study. The stochastic component was generated by using

ATLAB/SIMULINK toolbox and was then added to step wind
hanges thus resulting wind power profile of Fig. 6(a).

For t < t0 the wind turbines are supplying 50 kW of power and
he load is 260 kW/182 kVAR. For t > t0 the system operates in
he wind power profile of Fig. 6(a). The simulation results for this

ode of operation are shown in Fig. 6(b and c). These figures
learly show the positive impact of proposed control scheme
n the power quality of the system, under sudden wind power
hanges.

.4. Case 4: load changes

Change in load is a noteworthy source of perturbation in
tand-alone power systems. This is because of the fact that a
tand-alone power system has low inertia and is not able to con-
ain the variations in system frequency and voltage unlike the
tility grid. A change in static load is modeled as a change in

etwork topology.

Two different cases were studied as indicated in
ables 2 and 3. In one case, active power load changes are consid-
red while in second case the active as well as reactive power load

able 2
oad profile for active power load disturbance

ime (s) Active power (kW) Reactive power (kW)

< 0 260 182
< t ≤ 10 360 182

Fig. 5. (a) Wind power variation (kW), (b) frequency deviation (Hz) due to
turbulent wind and (c) voltage deviation at load bus (%) due to turbulent wind.
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Fig. 6. (a) Stochastic wind power variation (kW), (b) frequency deviation (Hz)
due to stochastic wind disturbance and (c) voltage deviation at load bus (%) due
to stochastic wind disturbance.

Table 3
Load profile for active/reactive power load disturbance

Time (s) Active power (kW) Reactive power (kW)

t < 0 260 182
0

c
w
2
c

d
o
w
i

5

F
(

< t ≤ 10 360 200

hanges are considered. For t < t0, the power supplied by the
ind turbines is 50 kW and the load on the system is
60 kW/182 kVAR. In both the cases, wind power is considered
onstant.

The simulation results pertaining to these two cases are
epicted in Figs 7(a and b) and 8(a and b), respectively. It is
bserved from these results that the association of SMES unit

ith the wind-diesel system helps in maintaining the power qual-

ty in this case also.
In none of the case studies, the SMES coil current exceeds

00A. Thus an SMES unit with a peak-stored energy of just

ig. 7. (a) Frequency deviation (Hz) due to active power load disturbance and
b) voltage deviation at load bus (%) due to active power load disturbance.
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ig. 8. (a) Frequency deviation (Hz) due to active and reactive power load dis-

urbance and (b) voltage deviation (%) due to active and reactive power load
isturbance.

few kJ is sufficient to deal with all these disturbances. The
xamination of active and reactive power curves of the SMES
nit reveal that the SMES converter rating required is just 5%
f the overall system capacity.
. Conclusions

An effective control scheme, based on SMES unit, for power
uality improvement of a typical multimachine wind-diesel
wer Sources 163 (2006) 604–615 613

ower system is proposed. The effect of insertion of SMES
nit at two alternative places is explored. Complete models
or various configurations and case studies are developed. The
MES unit is operated in four quadrants using a fuzzy logic
ontrol strategy. The proposed scheme is investigated for its
mpact on the system performance for various disturbances like
ind park disconnection, wind gusts, abrupt wind changes and

oad perturbations. The simulation results show that the pro-
osed scheme helps to maintain the power quality of the sys-
em, within the limits, for various perturbations. The simulation
esults also reveal that the quality of power is not improved
uch as the SMES unit is shifted from wind-park bus to the load

us.

ppendix A

.1. System data

Base power 400 kVA for the whole system.

.2. Synchronous generators

Nominal power (kW) = 240, nominal voltage = 380 V.
Nominal apparent power (kVA) = 240, rs = 0.067, Xd = 260%,

q = 156, X′
d = 22%, X′′

d = 15%, X′′
q = 22.5%, T ′

do = 1.182 s,
′′
do = 0.015 s, T ′′

qo = 1.18 s.

.3. Induction generators

Nominal power (kW) = 12, nominal voltage = 380 V, nominal
peed = 1545 rpm, rs = 0.022 p.u., xs = 0.181 p.u, xm = 1.605 p.u.,
r = 0.022 p.u., xr = 0.181 p.u., HA = 0.259 s.

.4. SMES

Lsm = 0.264 H, I0
sm = 350 A, V 0

sm = 42.5|V|, Kc = 0.01
Elements of GB1DQ are given by

[GB1DQ]

=

⎡
⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢

G111 − B111 G112 −B112 G113 −B113

B111 G111 B112 G112 B113 G113

G121 − B121 G122 −B122 G123 −B123

⎤
⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥
⎢⎢⎣ B121 G121 B122 G122 B123 G123

G131 − B131 G132 −B132 G133 −B133

B131 G131 B132 G132 B133 G133

⎥⎥⎦
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4, 1) = B121

4, 2) = G121

4, 3) = X′′
q2 cos2 δ2 + X′′

d2 sin2 δ2 + B122

4, 4) = rs2 + (X′′
q2 − X′′

d2) sin δ2 cos δ2 + G122

4, 5) = B123

4, 6) = G123

5, 1) = G131

5, 2) = −B131

5, 3) = G132

5, 4) = −B132

5, 5) = rs3 + G133

5, 6) = −(X′
3 + B133)

6, 1) = B131

6, 2) = G131

6, 3) = B132

6, 4) = G1

6, 5)

6, 6)

[

[
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Elements of [H1DQ]

H1DQ(1, 1) = rs1 + (X′′
d1 − X′′

q1) sin δ1 cos δ1 + G111 H1DQ(

H1DQ(1, 2) = −(X′′
q1 sin2 δ1 + X′′

d1 cos2 δ1 + B111) H1DQ(

H1DQ(1, 3) = G112 H1DQ(

H1DQ(1, 4) = −B112 H1DQ(

H1DQ(1, 5) = G113 H1DQ(

H1DQ(1, 6) = −B113 H1DQ(

H1DQ(2, 1) = X′′
q1 cos2 δ1 + X′′δ1 sin2 δ1 + B111 H1DQ(

H1DQ(2, 2) = rs1 + (X′′
q1 − X′′

d1) sin δ1 cos δ1 + G111 H1DQ(

H1DQ(2, 3) = B112 H1DQ(

H1DQ(2, 4) = G112 H1DQ(

H1DQ(2, 5) = B113 H1DQ(

H1DQ(2, 6) = G113 H1DQ(

H1DQ(3, 1) = G121 H1DQ(

H1DQ(3, 2) = −B121 H1DQ(

H1DQ(3, 3) = rs2 + (X′′
d2 − X′′

q2) sin δ2 cos δ2 + G122 H1DQ(

H1DQ(3, 4) = −(X′′
q2 sin2 δ2 + X′′

d2 cos2 δ2 + B122) H1DQ(

H1DQ(3, 5) = G123 H1DQ(

H1DQ(3, 6) = −B123 H1DQ(

The elements of GB2DQ and GB3DQ are given by⎡
⎢⎢⎢

G211 − B211 G212 −B212 G213 −B213

B211 G211 B212 G212 B213 G213

G221 − B221 G222 −B222 G223 −B223

⎤
⎥⎥⎥
GB2DQ] = ⎢⎢⎢⎣ B221 G221 B222 G222 B223 G223

G231 − B231 G232 −B232 G233 −B233

B231 G231 B232 G232 B233 G233

⎥⎥⎥⎦

H2DQ(1, 1) = rs1 + (X′′
d1 − X′′

q1) sin δ1 cos δ1 + G

H2DQ(1, 2) = −(X′′
q1 sin2 δ1 + X′′

d1 cos2 δ1 + B211

H2DQ(1, 3) = G212

H2DQ(1, 4) = −B212

H2DQ(1, 5) = G213

H2DQ(1, 6) = −B213

H2DQ(2, 1) = X′′
q1 cos2 δ1 + X′′

d1 sin2 δ1 + B211

H2DQ(2, 2) = rs1 + (X′′
q1 − X′′

d1) sin δ1 cos δ1 + G

H2DQ(2, 3) = B212

H2DQ(2, 4) = G212

H2DQ(2, 5) = B213

H2DQ(2, 6) = G213

H2DQ(3, 1) = G221

HDQ(3, 2) = −B221

H2DQ(3, 3) = rs2 + (X′′
d2 − X′′

q2) sin δ2 cos δ2 + G

H2DQ(3, 4) = −(X′′
q2 sin2 δ2 + X′′

d2 cos2 δ2 + B222

H2DQ(3, 5) = G223

H2DQ(3, 6) = −B223
32

= X′
3 + B133

= rs3 + G133

GB3DQ] =
[

G214 B214 G224 B224 G234 B234

−B214 G214 −B224 G224 −B234 G234

]T

Elements of [H2DQ]

211 H2DQ(4, 1) = B221

) H2DQ(4, 2) = G221

H2DQ(4, 3) = X′′
q2 cos2 δ2 + X′′

d2 sin2 δ2 + B222

H2DQ(4, 4) = rs2 + (X′′
q2 − X′′

d2) sin δ2 cos δ2 + G222

H2DQ(4, 5) = B223

H2DQ(4, 6) = G223

H2DQ(5, 1) = G231

211 H2DQ(5, 2) = −B231

H2DQ(5, 3) = G232

H2DQ(5, 4) = −B232

H2DQ(5, 5) = rs3 + G233

H2DQ(5, 6) = −(X′
3 + B233)

H2DQ(6, 1) = B231

HDQ(6, 2) = G231

222 H2DQ(6, 3) = B232
) H2DQ(6, 4) = G232

H2DQ(6, 5) = X′
3 + B233

H2DQ(6, 6) = rs3 + G233
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The elements of [GB4DQ] and [GB5DQ] are given by

[GB4DQ] =

⎡
⎢⎢⎢⎣

G311 −B311 G312 −B312

B311 G311 B312 G312

G321 −B321 G322 −B322

B321 G321 B322 G322

⎤
⎥⎥⎥⎦

[GB5DQ] =
[

G313 B313 G323 B323

−B313 G313 −B323 G323

]

Elements of [H3DQ] are given by

H3DQ(1, 1) = rs1 + (X′′
d1 − X′′

q1) sin δ1 cos δ1 + G311 H3DQ(3, 1) = G321

H3DQ(1, 2) = −(X′′
q1 sin2 δ1 + X′′

d1 cos2 δ1 + B311) H3DQ(3, 2) = −B321

H3DQ(1, 3) = G312 H3DQ(3, 3) = rs2 + (X′′
d2 − X′′

q2) sin δ2 cos δ2 + G322

H3DQ(1, 4) = −B312 H3DQ(3, 4) = −(X′′
q2 sin2 δ2 + X′′

d2 cos2 δ2 + B322)

H3DQ(2, 1) = X′′
q1 cos2 δ1 + X′′

d1 sin2 δ1 + B311 H3DQ(4, 1) = B321

H3DQ(2, 2) = rs1 + (X′′
q1 − X′′

d1) sin δ1 cos δ1 + G311 H3DQ(4, 2) = G321

, 3) ′′ 2 ′′ 2

, 4)

R

(1995) 577–590.
H3DQ(2, 3) = B312 H3DQ(4

H3DQ(2, 4) = G312 H3DQ(4
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